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Abstract. Expressions in terms of sample size .•nd parameters of the probability distribu- 
tion are obtained for the standard errors of sample estimates of flood magnitudes correspond- 
ing to given return periods for normal and double exponential universes. These errors are 
shown to converge toward fixed proportions of the estimates for very high return periods. (Key 
words: Floods; frequency analysis; statistics) 
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variable flood magnitude. 
sample values of Y or sample estimates 
of Y. 

standard deviation of Y-a universal 
value. 

the mean of Y-a universal value. 

sample size. 
expected standard error of estimate 
of Y(K). 
return period or reciprocal of probability 
of exeeedanee. 

a function of T whose form depends 
only on the form of the frequency 
distribution of Y. 

coefficient of variation of the uni- 

verse -- O'/•y. 
the expected coefficient of variation of 
estimates X(K) = S(K)/Y(K). 
over a symbol indicates a sample esti- 
mate. 

over a symbol indicates the mean. 
the coefficient of correlation between .• 
and & 

TI-IE PROBLEM DISCUSSED 

In many projects of flood control, power de- 
velopment, and the like, it is necessary to 
estimate the magnitudes of floods corresponding 
to return periods far in excess of the lengths of 
records available. In general, such estimation 

involves choosing a particular form (double ex- 
ponential, log-normal, etc.) for the frequency or 
probability distribution of the flood magnitude 
and using the available sample to estimate the 
numerical values of the parameters of this func- 
tion. The magnitude corresponding to any given 
probability or return period can then be esti- 
mated subject to error from two causes: (1) 
failure of the universe of floods on the eatehment 

to conform to the assumed probability distribu- 
tion; (2) sampling error due to nonrepresenta- 
riveness of the record from which the numerical 

values of the parameters of the frequency dis- 
tribution are estimated. 

Benso,n [1952] used a population of 1000 
values distributed in accordance with the double 

exponential distribution to study the variance 
of sample estimates as a function of sample 
size. In obtaining estimates from a sample, he 
fitted a curved line by eye to the points plotted 
on double exponential probability paper. There- 
fore, the errors he observed derived from both 
sources 1 and 2. The purpose of the present 
study is to find expressions for the standard 
error of estimate due to sampling variance only. 
The problem of error due to failure of the uni- 
verse to conform to an assumed distribution is 
not treated. 

THE STANDARD ERROR OF ESTII•ATE 

Different interpretations of this term are pos- 
sible. In this study, the term is understood as 
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follows: If X(T) is a sample estimate of Y cor- 
responding to a given return period T, obtained 
in accordance with a prescribed technique, the 
standard error of estimate is defined as the 

square root of the mean or expected value of 
(Y -- X)' 

s = (r - x)']/n 
where Y is the true magnitude and X is the 
sample estimate corresponding to T. 

This expression of error would seem to be of 
the kind hydrologists are interested in, express- 
ing as it does a measure of the difference to be 
expected between the true and the estimated 
quantities. However, this is not the standard 
error on which, for example, Gumbel's [1948] 
confidence intervals are based. Gumbel's stand- 

ard error is analogous to the residual standard 
deviation of points about a regression line, 
whereas the standard error used here is analo- 

gous to the standard deviation of the point at 
which the regression line cuts an ordinate at 
a particular value of the abscissa. 

The present study shows that estimates of Y 
for large values of the return period T, obtained 
for samples drawn from (1) a normal, and (2) 
a double exponential universe, are subject, to 
standard errors of estimate that do not diverge 
unduly as T approaches infinity but rather ap- 
proach a constant proportion of Y(T). 

TI-IE PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTIONS 

A probability distribution normally expresses 
the relationship between a magnitude and the 
probability of this magnitude's being exceeded. 
The return period (T), being numerically equal 
to the reciprocal of the probability, can be used 
instead. 

Chow [1953] has shown that a number of 2- 
parameter distributions can be expressed as 

Y = /zr + K•r (2) 

where K =K(T) is a function of the return 
period, depending on the form of the probability 
distribution but not on its parametric values. 
For the double exponential (or Fisher-Tippet) 
distribution, Chow [1953] has given 

K = --¾/•/•-[q, + In In (T/(T- 1)] (3) 
where q, is Euler's constant 0.57721. 

In this study it is assumed that estimates 
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.•(K) and & of/zr and a are obtained by the 
method of moments, and estimates X(K) are 
given by 

where 

and 

X(K) = X + K8- (4) 

.• -- ( •] X)/n 

• = %/[• (X- 2)']/(n- 1) 
TI-IE EXPECTED STANDARD ERROR OF ESTIMATE 

Samples of size n provide estimates X (K) not 
generally identical with Y(K) but distributed 
around it with a standard deviation that is the 

standard error of estimate $(K). $(K) can be 
evaluated in terms of the parameters of the 
probability distribution from the expression 

S(K) 2 = var X(K) 

- var2+ K 2 - var • + 2K coy (X, d) 

= var2+ K •var&+2Ko•varXvar• 

where • is the expected coefficient of correlation 
between sample estimates i and O. This equa- 
tion can be mitten in terms of expressions for 
the variances of i and O. Whereas the expression 
for i is distribution-free, (•:/n), that for O is not, 
and hence a separate development is required 
for each •fferent form of probability distri- 
bution. 

Two distributions only are considered here' 
the normal and the double exponential. The 
variance of O for the normal distribution is very 
close to •:/2n, and for the double exponential 
the variance of O is shown below to be 1.1•:/n. 

A distribution-free expression for the variance 
of O between samples of size n is 

= -- •= )/ var • (g• 

[Kendall and Stuart, 1958] 

where g, is the second moment about the mean 
and g, is the fourth moment about the mean. 

For the double exponential distribution g• -- 
5.4 •,' [Abramowitz and Stequm, 1964]. 

Combining and noting that •, -- ,', we ob- 
tain 

var O = (•/4n)(5.4- 1) = (1.1/n)• • 
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•rOa•VrAL D•STamU'mO>, •.4- 

From equation 5, using the fact that in a 
normal distribution the mean and the standard 

1.2- 

deviation are independent, and therefore p -- 0, 
we obtain 1.•- 

S(K) a = (,a/n) q- Ka(,a/2n) (6) 

S(K) = (,/V/•) V/1 q- Ka/2 (7) 
and the expected coefficient of variation of esti- 
mates X (K) 

(zc) = s(zc)/ 

= •/%/• %/(1 + Ka/2)/(ur + K•) (8) 
Now, letting V -- a/l• -- the coefficient of 
variation of the universe, we get 

v(K) = V/ •; •(1 + K'/2)/(1 + KV) (9) 
from which i• can be seen •ha• 

• •/• •s •• • (•0) 
Figure 1 has been prepared •o show 

function of V and K. Experience shows tha• 
for the distribution of annual flood maximums 

value of V around 0.3 is no• uncommon, and only 
rarely does V exceed 0.6. I• is noted from •he 
figure •ha• within •he range of commonly en- 
countered values of V, v has a •mum value 
for K somewhere between 0.5 and 2. For values 

of K up to 5.0, v is much smaller •han •he 
asymptotic value 1/•. 

I• is interesting •o calculate some actual values. 
For a sample of size 20 the coefficient of variation 
of •he estimate X(K) for very large K does no• 
exceed 15%, and for the more usual K values 
is much smaller. I• is also interesting •o no•e 
•he coefficien• of variation of •he estimate X(K) 
is substantially less for K = 1 •han for K = 0 
(•he mean annual flood) when the values of 
are in excess of 0.2. In fact, for a normal u•verse 
wi•h a high coefficient of variation, •he mean 
annual flood is much less well defined •han any 
o•her. 

10- 

DOUBLE EXPONENTIAL DISTRIBUTION 

From equation 5 

S(ZC) • = •/= + ZC•(•.•/=) 

q- 2K coy (2, d) 
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Fig. 1. Relations among v, n, k, and V for sam- 
ples drawn from a normal universe. 

but 

coy (2, •) = p •/var 2 vard 

= P n n 
hence 

S(K) a = •a/n q- Ka(1.1•a//n) 

+ 2. 

S(K) = o'/Vn VZl + 1.1K 

Inserting 

v(K) = S(K)/ Y(K) and V = 
we get 

• %/1 q- 1.1K2-+ - 2.1Ko 
- x/; + 

¾ %//1 q- 1.1K•'+ 2.1Kp 

which approaches 

= .0s/ 
as K approaches infinity. 

(12) 

(13) 
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TABLE I 

Sample 
Size n Values 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) 
10 O. 463 O. 626 O. 587 O. 648 O. 417 O. 443 
20 0.485 O. 680 O. 559 O. 665 O. 538 O. 477 
50 0.526 0.509 0.591 0.619 0.563 0.415 

100 0.453 0.546 0.704 0.641 0.567 0.444 

Mean 0.48 0.59 0.61 0.64 0.51 

(s) (9) (•0) (•) 
0.549 0.552 0.551 0.644 0.55 
O. 611 O. 686 O. 653 O. 528 O. 59 
O. 582 O. 539 0.551 O. 474 O. 54 
O. 582 O. 632 O. 542 O. 587 O. 57 

O. 44 O. 58 O. 60 O. 57 O. 56 O. 56 

Evaluation of equations 11 or 12 for finite 
values of K involves the quantity p, which is 
not immediately available. 

EVAL!JATION OF p 

The quantity p might be expected to vary 
with the sample size n but not with the parame- 
ters of the distribution. 

To test the dependence of p on n for samples 
drawn from a double exponential universe, a 
Monte Carlo sampling procedure was used. 
One hundred samples of each size (10, 20, 50, 
and 100) random numbers between 0 and I were 
generated in an electronic computer and treated 
as probabilities, from which X values were ob- 
tained using equation 3 for K for the double 
exponential distribution and assuming arbitrary 
numerical values of/zr and a in equation 2. 

-- 

The means X and standard deviations d of 

each of these 400 samples were calculated, and 
the coefficients of correlation between .• and d 

were obtained for the 100 samples of each size. 
The results are shown in Table 1, column 2. 
No trend with sample size is discernible. The 
whole operation was repeated 9 times with new 
data (viz., a total of 1000 samples of each size), 
giving 10 independent estimates of p for each 
sample size (Table 1, columns 2 to 11). 

Column 12 gives the mean of p for each sample 
size obtained over all 10 trials. There is no 

evidence of trend in column 12, and so it was 
concluded that the p must be taken as indepen- 
dent of sample size. On this basis, p was taken to 
be equal to the over-all mean 0.56. Some idea of 
the reliability of this figure can be obtained by 
studying the variance of the means obtained in 
individual trials, i.e., the last line of Table 1. 
The mean of these trials is 0.56 and the standard 

deviation is 0.063; therefore, the standard 
deviation of • = 0.063/x/10 •' 0.02. This devia- 

tion suggests that, provided p is truly indepen- 
dent of n, its value is not greatly different from 
0.56. 

This value of p is proposed for general use in 
equations 11 and 12, yielding 

S(K) = o-/1,/• 1/'1--]- 1.1K"--]- 1.18K (14) 
and 

V %/1 + 1 1K •' -- •n . • 1.18K/(1 • KV) 
(15) 

The relation expressed by equation 15 is shown 
in Figure 2. Comparison with Figure I shows 
similar features, although the errors of estimate 
are generally greater in the double exponential 
universe than in the normal universe. 
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Fig. •. •e]•tio•s •mo•g % • K, •d • fo• s•m- 
p]es dm• •om • double e•po•e•fi•l u•i•e•se. 
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NUMERICAL TEST OF ]EQUATIONS 14 AND 15 

Because equations 14 and 15 contain some 
approximations and a numerical evaluation of p, 
it is desirable to test these equations against 
actual numerical results. A double exponential 
universe was postulated having the same para- 
metric values as the sample of 1000 used by 
Benson [1952], viz., mean/•r = 3064, standard 
deviation (• = 1386. One hundred independent 
samples of each size n = 10, 20, 50, 100 of a 
double exponential vatlate were obtained by 
generating random numbers between 0 and 
unity, treating these as probabilities from which 
K values were obtained through equation 3 and 
thence X values by equation 2, using the above 
mean and standard deviation. The mean devia- 

tion and standard deviation of each sample were 

calculated, and estimates X(K) were obtained 
for values of K = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 in turn. Thus 
100 estimates of X(K) for each K and each 
sample size were obtained. The means .•(K) and 
the coefficient of variation v(K) of the 100 values 
were taken and appear as the entries for each 
sample size and each K for the first trial in Table 
2 and Table 3, respectively. 

Four more trials using independent sets of 
random numbers were made. Thus 2000 samples 
were used, and the results of the five trials appear 
in Tables 2 and 3. 

Considering that the several .•(K) values for 
each value of K are not independent but are 
obtained from the same data, no significant 
difference is observed between .•(K) and Y(K). 

Table 3 shows a similar comparison of the 

TABLE 2. Comparison of .•(K) with Y(K) 
-- 

Values of X(K) for various K 

Values of K 

Trial 0 1 2 3 4 5 

10. 

2O 

5O 

100 

1st 3104 4444 5782 7122 8462 9801 
2nd 3074 4433 5793 7152 8511 9871 
3rd 3062 4426 5788 7152 8515 9878 
4th 3027 4380 5733 7087 8441 9793 
5th 3077 4326 5576 6825 8075 9326 

Mean 3069 4402 5735 7068 8401 9734 

1st 3037 4391 5744 7097 8450 9803 
2nd 3141 4493 5845 7196 8548 9899 
3rd 3049 4414 5779 7144 8509 9874 
4th 3063 4403 5744 7084 8424 9765 
5th 3037 4402 5767 71;]2 8498 9863 

Mean 3065 4420 5776 7131 8486 9841 

1st 3068 4425 5782 7139 8496 9854 
2nd 3066 4456 5847 7237 8627 10017 
3rd 3079 4439 5800 7160 8521 9881 
4th 3070 4437 5804 7171 8538 9905 
5th 3085 4501 5918 7335 8752 10168 

Mean 3074 4452 5830 7208 8587 9965 

1St 3070 4439 5807 7176 8545 9914 
2nd 3042 4413 5784 7155 8526 9897 
3rd 3076 4461 5846 7230 8616 10001 
4th 3050 4418 5785 7153 8521 9889 
5th 3067 4444 5821 7199 8576 9953 

Mean 3061 4435 5809 7183 8557 9930 

Y(K) 3064 4450 5836 7222 8608 9994 
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expected and observed coefficients of variation 

In the evaluation of v(K) each sample produced 
an estimate X(K), and the summation was 
taken over all 100 samples of the same size. 

Comparison of the means of the observed 
v(K) with the expected values indicates close 
agreement, although the observed values may 
be biased very slightly toward values smaller 
than the values expected, except for high sample 
sizes. 

A more concise if less obvious way to test 
agreement between the expected and the com- 
puted values of X(K) and S(K) follows. 

If equation 14 is correct, X(K) should be 
distributed about Y(K) with standard deviation 
S(K). Therefore Y(K) -- X(K) should be 
distributed about zero with the same standard 

deviation, and e - [Y(K) -- X(K)]/S(K) should 
be distributed about zero with unit standard 

deviation. As each sample provides one value of 
e, there are 100 e values for each sample size for 
each K, in each of the five independent tests. 

Each entry in Table 4 represents the mean 
of 100 values of e and therefore has an expected 
standard deviation of 1/•/•00 - 0.1. For each 
value of K the several entries depart from the 
expected value by less than 0.2, i.e., twice the 
standard deviation. This agreement indicates 
only that equation 4 is without bias. Similarly, 
the data shown in Table 5 fail to indicate 

significant divergence from the expected values, 
thus indicating that equation 14 (and therefore 
15) is without serious error. 

T•E UsE oF EQUATIONS 14 •NI• 15 

If we know the universe from which the 

samples are drawn at random, equations 14 and 
15 give us values of the standard deviation and 
coefficient of variation to be expected between 
estimates of X(K) obtained from such samples. 

In hydrological practice, however, only one 
sample is ordinarily available. We have seen 
that estimates X(K) made from the mean and 
standard deviation observed in the sample are 
subject to a standard error given by equation 14 
or a coefficient of variation given by equation 15. 
However, these equations involve the quantities 
• and V, respectively, which are not available 
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in the ordinary case. They may, however, be 
estimated by sample estimates d and 
Since these are only estimates, the standard 
error of estimate obtained by using these values 
in equations 14 and 15 is •lso only •n estimate. 

• = a/• •1 + 1.1K• + 1.18K (16) 

? •1 + 1 1K • 

In practice, therefore, • given sample provides 
an estimate X(K) of Y(K) and an estimate of 
•he standard error or the coe•cient of variation 

of this est•ate. 

CONCLUSION 

The extrapolation of magnitude-frequency (or 
return period) relationships obtained from finite 
samples when the form of the frequency distri- 
bution is known is shown not to be hazardous. 

It is shown that as K, and hence T, approaches 
infinity, the standard errors of such estimates, 
at least for normal and double exponential dis- 
iributions, approach fixed proportions of the 
estimates. These proportions depend on the 
sample size and the form of the frequency dis- 
tribution only. For finite values of T (and 
therefore of K) the standard error of estimate 
depends also upon the standard deviation of 
the universe. For all practical values of T (cor- 
responding lo values of K between 0 and 4, 
for example), the magnitude of the coefficient 
o• variation of estimates is not unduly great. A 
consequence of this is that the magnitudes cor- 
responding to even the very highest return 
periods could be estimated with quite tolerable 
accuracy from even relatively small samples, if 
one could be certain that the assumed form of 

the probability distribution was correct. This 
uncertainty in turn emphasizes the need for 
research to establish, if possible, what is the 
irue form of the frequency distribution of 
floods. 
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